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In this paper, before explaining algorithm in the computer programming class which is one of 
information subjects in Dokkyo University, students were not using computer. And made 
students think what kind of way is the best way. We announced those ways every group and 
made them sort algorithm among the example of an unplugged computing is taken up by 
writing and the result on which we experimented is described. The class of the programming is 
installed in one of an information subject in Department of Interdisciplinary Studies, Faculty of 
International Liberal arts department of languages and cultures, Dokkyo University. Before 
explaining a sort algorithm at this session, a computer wasn't used, and made students think 
what kind of algorithm is the most efficient sort. We made them consider algorithm every group 
by class practice, and made them announce those algorithm every group, and made them 
consider the comparative number of times of the respective groups. A line algorithm was 
understood by these practice better even than now, and as a result, a programming also became 
easy. We describe the way and result. Algorithm of sorting was understood by these 
experiments better even than before, and a programming also became easy. We discuss the way 




















ポジウム(SSS2008)では、Tim Bell氏の講演があった。  














































































































































































































1. 日本語の五十音を書いた 46 枚の紙カードを 2
セット用意し、各グループに配る。 
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